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exists ini Canada a society authorized to give
formal expression to the public admiration and
gratitude for timely service in the cause of
humanity, cannot fail to have a fruitful influence
on the national sentiment and character. The
Canadian Humane Society will, moreover, set the
seal of popular approval' on the whole sisterhood
of virtues implied by its name. It will be the foe
of cruelty in every shape and the advocate of
mercy to "man and bird and beast." It will also
be a centre of authority and coöperation for all

kindred societies which aiready exist throughout
the country, and will, doubtless, be affiliated to it.

THE GREAT MISTAKE.
Considerable surprise bas, it seems, been occa-

sioned by the statement, recently publisbed by
Mr. DeCazes, of the Education Department, that
in a large number of the primary schools of

this province French is not among the branches
of instruction taught to the pupils. It appears,
in fact, that out of a total of 939 such institutions
no French is taught in 770 Protestant and 68
Catholic schools. In other words, there are 838
public schools subsidized by the Government in
which the teaching of French is wholly neglected.
To those who have not been in the habit of read-
ing the reports of the Mi ister of Education this
announcement has naturally been a revelation.
From the comments of some of the papers, both
French and Englisb, it appears to have been
taken for granted hitherto that, in the elementary
as well as in the higber schools, French was
regularly taught. That such a notion could have
prevailed can only be explained by the general in-
difference of the public to the working of our
educational system. Those who have been in the
habit of reading the reports of the inspectors, in-
cluded from year to year in the Report of the
Superintendent of Education, can hardly have
fallen into such a mistake. The truth of the
matter is that not only is French not taught in a
large number of the schools (as M. de Cazes bas
just made known) but it would be strange, when
the salaries allotted to the teachers are taken into
account, if even the mother tongue of the pupils
and the ordinary branches of instruction were
taught with anything like efficiency. The plan by
which the teacher, on whom devolves the most
arduous of the educator's tasks, that of laying the
groundwork of the child's intellectual develop-
ment, is assigned the humblest of all stations and
he poorest of pittances, is the gravest mistake in
educational methods. If education has any signi-
ficance at all, the period in the career of the pupil
at which it demands the ripest knowledge of the i
ttributes and processes of the human mind and i
he most delhcate and judicious application of that%
:nowledge is when the school-book is first put into
he tild's hand and the habit of attention begins î
o be formed. When young people are fortunate 1
nough to have parents whose manners, habits and e
onversation are exemplary and edifying, they are, c
o a certain extent, independent of the influence of a
rhe teachers. To them the domestic and social
ni/iru in which they live is the best training for i!
hose tender years. But, unhappily, it is not, as a a
ule, from the class that comprises such exemplary s
ouseholds that the pupils of the elementary s
chool are derived. Many of them are dependent p
n the teacher and their school associations not n
nerely for the rudiments of knowledge, but for li
hatever reflning and elevating influences go to iî
e shaping of their lives. The impressions they I

eceive in the class-room-the language they hear c
aily, the tone of thought, the inflection of voice- tl
.ust permanently affect their characters for good n
r evil. If the teacher is illiterate and vulgar and e
arely capable, by gifts and acquirements, of per- h
nctorily discharging a certain routine of ill-paid ni
rudgery, it would be strange if the pupils did not gi
ffer morally and intellectually from such an t
:amplle. If at home there should be no counter- e~
rting influence-if fauîlts of manner, temper and m
eecb were of constant occurrence-il could so
Lrdly be wvondered at if the child's small gains in ol
ementary instruction were more than counter- as
lanced by the unconsciotus imitation of very F
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serious defects. At a later stage of education, the
pupil, whose character and habits have been
lormed by careful training and improving inter-
course, may perceive and avoid the defects, while
profiting by the erudition, of his teacher. But, if
the earlier schooling bas been inadequate, it will
be almost impossible for any subsequent discipline
to entirely do away with its evil effects.

Generations ago, the supreme importance of
selecting only the fittest persons for the child's
first teachers was recognized by earnest education-
ists. To a certain extent the principles of those
great reformers have been applied in the systems
of our time. But as yet such attention to the
educational needs of the dawning mind is the
luxury of the few. This is the case even in those
cotntries where school reform has engaged the
thoughts of admimistrators with most fruitful results.
The adoption of improved and rational methods is
still only at the experimental stage. The day will
doubtless come when both parents and teachers
will look back with horror and resentment at a
system which permitted men who had failed in ail
honest work and women who were satisfied with
menials' pay to direct the unfolding capacities of
the young. No novice is admitted to serve as
journeyman in a handicmft, however easy of
mastery its details may be. The medical and
legal professions are jealously guarded against the
intrusion of the unqualified. But to the office of
the teacher there are no such safeguards worthy of
the name. In theory, it is acknowledged that
there is an art of teaching, as there is a science of
education. But in practice it is by many regarded
as one of those accomplishments that come by
nature and need no apprenticeship. The minimum
of innate fitness, knowledge and experience that
suffices for acceptance to the charge of some dis-
trict schools is on a level with the minimum re-
muneration. And that is very small indeed,-how
small the inspectors' reports abundantly show.
Nor is it in Canada alone that criticisms and com-
plaints are aimed against these anomalies. In the
other provinces and in the United States the same
unsatisfactory condition of things largely exists,
the country schools in many districts being de-
moralized through poor and constantly changing
teachers, selected mainly with a view to cheapness.
And until just and rational ideas of the momentous
importance of the elementary teacher's work take
possession of the public mmd, there is not likely to
be any fruitful and far-reaching reform of the
system.

We live in hope, however. Those wbo can re-
call the state of Canada, and of this province
especially, before the institution of normal schools
need not be told that our present status, much as
t fails short of what is desired, compares favorably
with the past. If there are wofully backward com-
munities, as yet untouched by the spirit of pro-
gress, there are others where the aspiration for
better things is on the way to fulfilment and earnest
educationists can point to some splendid triumphs
Dver ignorance and prejudice One deeply seated
and mischievous error has still, however, held its
ground-the degradation of the elementary teacher
s accepted with equanimity. Accomplished women
nd earnest-minded men have, indeed, in rare in-
tances and under exceptionally favorable circum-
tances, devoted their learning and thought, their
atience and tact, to the problem of the child's
-ental development. There is no lack of inspiring
terature on the subject. There is no excuse for
gnorance of the methods that should be employed.
n exhibition after exhibition, in congress after
ongress, the art of teaching, the qualifications of
he teacher, the structure and equipment of the
nodel schoolhouse, the use and abuse of books in

tducation and every other branch of the subject
ave been expounded and illustrated; and still
ore than nine-tenths of our elementary schools

ive no evidence of educational progress either in
e teacher or tbe teacher' s environment. Tilt

very elementary teacher is a liberally eduîcated
an or woman, with a recognized position in
uciety accordant with the usefulness and dignity
f the teacher's work, il is idle to speak of teacbing

a profession. But when that stage is reached,
rencb will be taught in ail our schools.


